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By Waverly Curtis

Kensington Publishing. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Chihuahua
Always Sniffs Twice, Waverly Curtis, "A whole lot of fun!" --"Seattle Times" "I have the body of a
Chihuahua, but the mind of a master sleuth." Aspiring P.I. Geri Sullivan's new case has got her
talking Chihuahua, Pepe, hot under the collar. Wealthy widow Lucille Carpenter left her entire
fortune to her beloved dogs, and someone is trying to poison them. Anyone who would hurt a perro
is lower than a cucaracha in Pepe's book. But when Geri and Pepe investigate, they discover that
it's not just the coddled canines who are in danger. Now there are human targets too. At the lavish
Carpenter manor, Pepe digs for clues among the pampered pooches, bitter relatives, suspicious
staff, and larcenous lawyers. But there's only one diminutive detective smart enough to save the
day--and the dogs. . . Praise for the Barking Detective Mysteries "This series is hilarious! The antics
of Geri and her talking dog make the reader laugh out loud." --"RT Book Reviews" "Move over,
Scooby-Doo, there's a new dog in town!" --Jennie Bentley "Pepe is one cool P.I."--Leslie Meier Help
Support Pet AdoptionSee Details Inside".
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential read publication. it absolutely was writtern very completely and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Sarai Lebsack-- Sarai Lebsack

Thorough guide for book enthusiasts. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your lifestyle span will be transform when you total
reading this article book.
-- Lindsey Larson-- Lindsey Larson
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